**NEUTRA-CHEM - Tank & Equipment Cleaner**

Neutra-Chem is designed for cleaning tanks, lines and nozzles to remove pesticide, herbicide and fertilizer residues. Neutra-Chem also removes light rust and dissolves deposit buildups while leaving a protective film that helps prevent corrosion. **For best results, use 1 pound of Neutra-Chem per 100 gallons of water.** For tanks with heavy deposits, use a higher concentration. For tanks with light deposits, use a lower concentration. Neutra-Chem can be used at temperatures ranging from 40°F to 120°F.

### Part# Description Price
- STF120 1 Gallon Foam Concentrate $97.30
- NTR1 1 Gallon Neutra-Tank $78.12
- PC-128 1 Gallon Algae Control $87.71
- SNT128OZ 1 Gallon Salt Neut. $78.41
- EQUIPWASH 1 Gallon $52.65

**HOT LINE - Defoamer & Anti-Foam**

Hot Line Prevents foam over and foam damage. Spray to knock down foam or pretreat to prevent foam production. Silicone-based, fast spread rate. Non-staining and non-corrosive. STAYFOAM 120 produces a thick, bright white foam featuring high visibility that performs well under adverse conditions. STAYFOAM 120 is reliable when applied in hot weather, to extremely dry soil, and in intense sunlight. STAYFOAM 120 is a thick, bright white foam featuring high visibility that performs well under adverse conditions. STAYFOAM 120 is a thick, bright white foam featuring high visibility that performs well under adverse conditions.

### Part# Description Price
- BBRK1 HotLine Defoamer & Anti-Foam $76.51

**TANK NEUTRALIZER “NEUTRA-TANK”**

Neutra-Tank is a mixture of surfactant and specialized dispersing agents that effectively removes spray tank residues. **For best results, use 1 pound of Neutra-Chem per 100 gallons of water.**

### Part# Description Price
- NTR1 1 Gallon Neutra-Tank $78.12

**PC-128 ALGAE CONTROL HIGH CONCENTRATE**

Add 1 gallon of PC-128 to 50,000 gallons of water. Do not mix with soap or other water-treatment chemicals. **For best results, use 1 pound of Neutra-Chem per 100 gallons of water.**

### Part# Description Price
- PC-128 1 Gallon Algae Control $87.71

**SUPER SALT NEUTRALIZER**

Neutralizes Salts, made for DOT & Fertilizer. Use as a washdown on Steel Parts. **SALT NEUTRALIZER should be diluted 1-3 ounces per gallon of water.**

### Part# Description Price
- SNT128OZ 1 Gallon Salt Neut. $78.41

**EQUIPMENT WASH**

Pre-dilute EQUIPMENT WASH 1 part with up to 50 parts water and apply to equipment through a foamer. Allow foam to stay on surface 3-5 minutes and rinse thoroughly with hot water using high pressure for best results. **Do not let foam dry on glass surfaces.**

### Part# Description Price
- EQUIPWASH 1 Gallon $52.65

**RECTORSEAL® 21**

RectorSeal® No. 21 pipe thread sealant is a black, soft-set, multi-purpose sealant created for applications where a black sealant is preferred. It is a slow-drying, non-hardening PTFE pipe thread compound. RectorSeal® No. 21 pipe thread sealant is a slow-drying, non-hardening PTFE pipe thread compound. RectorSeal® No. 21 pipe thread sealant is a slow-drying, non-hardening PTFE pipe thread compound.

### PART NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE
- RS21-8 ½ Pint, 8 Fluid Ounces $61.03
- RS21-16 1 Pint, 16 Fluid Ounces $93.02

**MERRILL MFG™ • AQUA-SEAL**

For sealing threads on all Metal, ABS, PVC, CPVC, Nylon and Plastic Piping Systems. Excellent for Stainless Steel. Slow drying, soft setting, non-hardening pipe thread compound.

### PART NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE
- MASP05 ½ Pint, 8 Fluid Ounces $23.77
- MASP01 1 Pint, 16 Fluid Ounces $39.72

**BLUE MONSTER®**


### PART NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE
- 76003 ½ Pint, 8 Fluid Ounces $40.00

**JOMAR THREAD SEALANT**

Slow drying, soft setting, non-hardening PTFE pipe thread compound. It will not transfer taste or odor to the system being sealed. Excellent for food and water systems.

### PART NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE
- LT8 (White Stuff) ½ Pint, 8 Fluid Ounces $57.52
- GREEN STUFF ½ Pint, 8 Fluid Ounces $52.78
- HEAVYWEIGHT ½ Pint, 8 Fluid Ounces $83.42
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